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i. INTRODUCTION

Following a request from the Government of Pakistan to the
International Atomic Energy Agency for the services of an expert in
the field of Nuclear Physics (Neutron Physics) I res assigned to the
Dacca Atomic Energy Centre, East Pakistan, in November 1967 . . 'The

. main purpose of this assignment was to promote a more efficient use
of the Dacca Centre Van de Graaff accelerator leading to "better
research results and was a follow-up of earlier assistance in expert
services and equipment in the same field provided by the IAEA to the
Centre

II. TECHNICAL BEVIEW OF TEE ASSIGNMENT

• On arrival in Dacca, I found the Nuclear Physics Department
of the Atomic Snergy Centre well prepared to make some fruitful progress.
This was only partly due to the work done by my predecessors<, Mr. X-
2aagman and Mr. S. Maripuu. It was also due to the capabilities of
the Pakistani research workers and the availability of sufficient
equipment to attempt the first definite steps on the path of nuclear
research There was one experiment - the determination of total
neutron cross-section - in which good results had already been obtained
The neutron pharged-particle reaction experiment (r>, ) and radiative
proton capture experiments (p, ) had given some preliminary results
needing further improvements. The neutron experiments were undertaken
to collect data for reactor techniques and pure research, whereas the-
(p, ) experiments give a wide field of training for the future
experiments which deal with the same detection methods and data hand-
lingo

The Electronics Department was well able to carry out necess-
ary maintenance and repair work when spara-parts were available.

The first part of my stay was mostly dedicated to improving
the experimental set-ups by undertaking some electronic repairs.
Furthermore, better vacuum techniques and some simple but necessary
automatisation was introduced and due attention was paid to more
appropriate electronic handling of the measurement data and adequate
means for background radiation suppression.

During the rest of my stay the consequences of this preparat-
ory work and the nicely developing co-operation with the staff showed
themselves in the growing use of bhe Dacca Van de Graaff generator
and the better experimental results?
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(a) In Ï.968 the Van de Graeiff generator was used for experiments during
approximately 1700 hours, which is 500 hours more than in the previous
year,

(b) The experiments on neutron charged-particle reactions ( Si(n,<x)25M
were performed with better resolution and much iower "background than
previously. Besides the improved tv-particle spectra, a yield curve
was measured which showed better detailed and more pronounced results
than found in literature» Also experiments on ^^¥e(n,c^)^Mn were per-
formed. Using the experience acquired with a rather primitive react-
ion chamber a new chamber was designed and the drawings sent to the
IAEA for procurement action» This chamber and the existing electronics
may also be used for the study of fission reactions, which is on the
programme of the A..3.C. Dacca»

(c) After, appropriate background suppression for which a cold trap was
built and another one was supplied by IASAS it was possible to measure a
good radiation proton capture resonance curve of the 54pe(p,Y)55co reaction.
Many resonance gamma-ray spectra were also measured and analysed.

After the recent arrival of the Germanium detector,'experiments have
Z'eadhed a state in which good research can be undertaken with publishable
results. This delicate instrument which, after many trials, we succeeded
in bringing to proper working condition3 will also enable the study

 :-x>f
inelastic scattering of neutrons (n, n(,y) - one of the' programme points
of the A.E.C Dacca. ' " "'

(d) The experiments in total neutron.cross-sections followed their own
progressive way. Little advice was necessary for this group» At .the
end of my stays we could install a neutron-gamma-ray pulse shape
discriminator» This apparatus which was donated by the IA"F-A has a much
higher efficiency than the existing one due to its discriminating function
and its better detector. This group.produced its first publication in the
international "Journal of Nuclear Energy".

Summarising, there are now three experiments in running condition
around the Dacca Van de Graaff generator and two more experiments can be
started with the available apparatus.. The operating and maintenance staff
of the Van de Graaff generator itself, was and remainsi!wa 11 trained in the
operation and repair of occurring failures» ••"

III.TO7 EQUIPMENT " ..-..,.. ' ""

. . The fact that experiments cuuld be done or can be started with the
available apparatus, does not mean that there is no need for better or more
advanced equipment, A growing child needs regularly new. dresses.

Starting with an experiment means that one becomes acquainted with
its particular problems. That can be done wrlth old fashioned apparatus.
Producing résulta in applied or pure research of an international standard
requires the use of more advanced equipment that can cope with problems to
be solved nowadays.
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The direct needs for equipment of the nuclear physios group are;

(1) A 4096 channel pulse-height analyser with output ..equipment
which"'produces the measured data on punched cards so that they
•can'tie"worked out with the available 1620 InB.M Computer,

(2) A nano-second pulsing unit for the Van de Graaff generator,

(3) Time-of-flight equipment.

These three items are necessary to bring the research in applied
and pure neutron physics to an international standard. The UtSt commodity
aid might supply the first two items. «

(4) Tools and spare parts for the milling machine and the lathes
in the workshop. This is to give the available well trained
technicians the possibility to produce adequate work, which is
not possible with the present condition of the machines,

(5) A reasonable stock of electronic parts in order that repairs
can be done quickly and in order to develop general electronic

. equipment in the Electronic Department itself„

That is much cheaper and it promotes the electronic research
which is highly necessary for the AoE.G. Dacca,, and also for
Pakistan as a whole.

(6) In connection with my assignment under the UKDP/TA programme
IAEA, has supplied?

(a) A neutron gamma-ray pulse shape discriminating system for
the total neutron cross-section experiments..

(b) A cold trap for background suppression in the (p,-y)
experiments.

(c) A proton magnetic resonance fluxmeter for the determination
of the energy of the accelerated particles for use with all
experiments -

In the near future IAEA will also supply?

(d) A reacti f̂  r-hz^er nnd some pulse amplifiers for the (n,C()
and fission, reactions.

(e) A fast transistorised osciloscope for the nano-second
pulsing unit and the time-of-flight equipment»

(f) A pulse generator for testing factory made and.home made
electronic nuclear pulse equipment, and

(g) Some samples for the measurement of total neutron cross-
sections.
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IV. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NUCLEAR RESEARCH Iff A.3.0. DACCA

This report would not be complete without some remarks on the
future development of the Uuclear Physics research group at the A.E.C.
Dacca-

This problem was discussed many times with the P.AoE.C. officials
The points as formulated below are partly the results of these discuss-
ions.. ' "

Recently, three new Ph*D's have returned to Dacca from their
training abroad so that there are now five senior scientists in this
group Each of them should be in charge of., or connected with, one
of the five experiments mentioned earlier in this report,

Furthermore, à growing co-operation with the nuclear physicists
at the University should be developed. Under the existing
co-operation M,Sc. students prepare their theses on work done with
the Dacca -Van de Graaffc The periods for which these students work
with the A.B.C. are rather short (6 - Q months) andthis is the reason for
a rather slow and frequently interrupted development of the Van de ,,
Graaff experiments,. The co-operation with the University should be
extended to work done by Ph,Do students (employees of the.P.A.E.C.
and/or University staff) who would prepare their theses on work done
with the experimental facilities of the Dacca Centre. This is
normal practice found in most of the laboratories all over the world.
Its advantages are obviouss Ii, guarantees a more continuous develop-
ment of the experiments of the laboratories, since Ph.,D. research
takes on the average about three to four years, and since Ph.D,
students are more devoted to and interested in their experiments.,
This does not mean that M.SCc students should be disregarded. On
the contrary, they can assist the Ph.D. students while getting better
guidance and contact with real scientific research themselves.

For the supervision of. the ?h.-D. students, a temporary
solution should be foimd until t.he. Centre has sufficient senior
scientists who can guide autonomously their own candidates- Such a
solution could be that the daily guidance- of a PhD student is in
the hands of one of the senior scientists of the A»E»G- whereas for
the University acceptable supervision is in the hands of one of the
three university lecturers in.Nuclear Physics.

' The equipment available at the moirant is certainly enough
to start with such Ph.De level research» More modern equipment
will be needed in the near future as described in the previous section.
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SUMMABY OF BSOOMMEEDATIOKS

This summary gives the recommendations of this report in
order of priority.

Priority Is

(a) The research on the existing running experiments should "he
continued but now on Ph..D, research level- (See Sections II
and IV)

(b) The research on fiigsion reactions and inelastic scattering: of
fast neutrons should 'be started by the nev/ly arrived Ph.Ds*
(See Sections II and IV).

(c) The research on (n,<st) reactions should be extended to (n,p)
and (n,d) reactions, which have higher cross-section. The
results of these experiments should be worked out in
co-operation with the Theoretical Physics Group which is well
able to analyse the data of such experiments with the 1620
I.B.M. computer» (See Section II).

(d) Sufficient electronic parts should be provided to the Electronics
Department so that the electronics research pan really be started.
(See Section III),,

Priority II ,

(e) A 4096 channel pulse-height ar.alyser should be procured and
installed as soon as possible. (See Section III),

(f) A nano-second pulsing terminal should be procured and i: stalled
to the Van de Graaff generator as soo". a.3 possible, (Se& Section

(0) Spare parts and new tools shoul 1 V supplied for the- milling
machine and lathes of the vorkahop. (See Section III).
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